We present the fundamentals of an electromagnetic sounding with an accurately controlled source signal. In this method, the tensor transfer function between transmitted and received vector electromagnetic fields is measured. We formulated the transfer function by introducing a ray model that describes the propagation of the general electromagnetic field in the whole frequency region. The transfer function includes information of the underground structure: electromagnetic parameters, propagation distance, and boundary planes. The information of the electromagnetic parameters and the propagation distance is commonly described in all the tensor elements. It is in a form of complex functions of frequency. The information concerning the boundary planes is described as real coefficients of the complex functions. The coefficients are different for each of the tensor elements. When we use an accurately controlled signal, we can estimate the information as a linear inversion problem. A profile of the transfer function varies with the frequency region: it decays rapidly in the low-frequency region and oscillates in the high-frequency region. Such a profile can be explained by the approximate form of the transfer function: a sum of complex exponential functions in a narrow frequency band. The approximate form also provides a good model for data decomposition.
Introduction
Electromagnetic-sounding methods with controlled source signals are useful for exploration of the underground (Strack, 1992; Zhdanov and Keller, 1994) . Controlled source audio-frequency magnetotellurics (CSAMT) is a well-known method and measures the impedance tensor (Kaufman and Keller, 1983) . Transient electromagnetics (TEM) and ground penetrating radar (GPR) are also popular methods. Signals used are impulse, sinusoidal waves, and pseudo-random sequences, and the electromagnetic field is commonly measured in the time domain (Duncan et al., 1980; Strack, 1992) .
The electromagnetic accurately controlled routinely operated signal system (EM ACROSS) is based on the same principle as TEM and GPR. Ogawa and Kumazawa (1996) , Kumazawa (1998a, b) , and Nakajima et al. (1998) first proposed the concept of EM ACROSS and developed the method with an accurately controlled continuous signal consisting of a finite number of continuous sinusoids. The signal employed is different from those previously used, especially concerning the accuracy of the transmitted signal and synchronization of transmitted and received signals. A wave form of the signal is not tightly constrained and can be designed to obtain an ideal signal level in the frequency domain (Yokoyama et al., 2000b) .
The first experimental system of the EM ACROSS was developed by Nakajima et al. (2000) . They succeeded in transmitting an accurately controlled rectangular wave Copy right c The Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences (SGEPSS); The Seismological Society of Japan; The Volcanological Society of Japan; The Geodetic Society of Japan; The Japanese Society for Planetary Sciences. signal and achieved synchronization between receiver and transmitter with a timing accuracy from 10 −8 to 10 −6 s. Using the signal, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal increased in proportion to the square-root of the stacking duration, as theoretically expected, and a high SNR was obtained. This advantage is not provided when a non-accurately controlled signal was used because the averaged signal level would not increase by stacking, as expected from theory. Accordingly, a high SNR is one advantage of using the accurately controlled signal.
Another advantage of the accurately controlled signal is that it allows measurement of the transfer function between transmitted and received signals. Our purpose in this paper is to show this advantage. To achieve this, firstly we clarify the reason why the transfer function can be measured. Secondly, we describe the relation between an electromagnetic structure and the transfer function in order to clarify the physical meaning of the transfer function. Then we show numerical examples of the transfer function and explain their frequency profiles in a narrow frequency band. Finally, the advantageous points of the present approach are summarized. This study is also a fundamental study of the theory of electromagnetic sounding with an accurately controlled signal.
The Transfer Function
In this section, we show the reason why the transfer function can be measured in the case of an accurately controlled signal. We consider the case where a controlled electromagnetic signal x 0 (n), sampled at discrete time n, is transmitted into the underground. The signal propagates in the ground and is observed as y obs (n) at the receiving point. The received signal has a decayed amplitude and delayed phase compared to the transmitted signal. The amplitude decay and the phase delay together are described as the transfer function h(n), which depends on both the frequency of the signal and the electromagnetic structure of the underground. The transfer function is set to be time-invariant by assuming that the electromagnetic structure does not change during the observation.
When we use an ordinary controlled signal, the actually transmitted signal x(n) is a sum of the known signal x 0 (n) and a transmitting noise ε x (n):
The transmitting noise includes and a control error caused by a clock error, environmental noise, dielectric polarization of contacting place, state change of contacting place, and so on. The received signal y obs (n) includes observation noise ε y (n) in addition to the propagated signal y(n):
where
In this case, the system of the transmitted and received signals is described as in Fig. 1(a) . Because the observable quantity y obs (n) includes unknown parameters ε x (n), h(n), and ε y (n), we should estimate the transfer function h(n) using a proper model. This estimation is a non-linear problem because the unknown parameters ε x (n) and h(n) are convoluted in the observation y obs (n) (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975) . On the other hand, when we use the accurately controlled signal, the estimation problem becomes linear. In this paper, we define the accurately controlled signal by the following two conditions:
and
, and E y (ω), are the Fourier transforms of x 0 (n), ε x (n), y obs (n), and ε y (n), respectively. These conditions indicate a small transmitting noise ε x (n). This noise can be suppressed by using more stable hardware and an accurate clock. Monitoring of the transmitted signal also decreases the control error because the monitored data can be used to convert some fraction of the unknown error into known signal x 0 (n). With the accurately controlled signal, the condition
can be efficiently achieved by stacking (Nakajima et al., 2000) . EM ACROSS is designed to satisfy this condition. 
is approximated as
Then, it is further approximated as
with the condition of Eq. (5). This approximated system in the time domain is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In this case, an input of the transfer function h(n) is the accurately controlled transmitted signal x 0 (n), which is known. Because of this, we can define an observed transfer function H obs (ω) as
and its observation noise as
Then we have
which is equivalent to a system model shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The system of the transfer function h(n) has an impulse input, which is an inverse Fourier transform of unity. The observation noise ε h (n) and the final output h obs (n) are inverse Fourier transforms of E h (ω) and H obs (ω), respectively. As shown in Eq. (12) the estimation of h(n) by observation is a linear problem because the observable quantity h obs (n) is the linear sum of unknown parameters ε h (n) and h(n). Thus, the accurately controlled transmitted signal makes it possible to directly observe the transfer function h obs (n) and adds the advantage of estimating the transfer function h(n) as a linear problem. Such estimation can be performed more precisely than in the case of a non-linear problem, which should be solved as in the case of an ordinary controlled signal.
This precise estimation of the transfer function h(n) with the accurately controlled signal provides us with better information on the underground structure.
Description of the Transfer Function
In order to impart a physical meaning to the transfer function in frequency domain, H (ω), we describe it with a ray model based on geometrical optics and Maxwell's equations. We consider a plane wave in an isotropic homogeneous medium. Though there are transfer functions for both electric and magnetic fields, we present only the case for an electric field. The magnetic field case can be easily obtained in a similar way (see Appendix A). Fig. 1 . Systems of the transmitted and received signals in the cases of (a) non-accurately controlled signal and (b) accurately controlled signal, and (c) the system equivalent to that of (b).
Ray model
The electric field E in an isotropic homogeneous medium obeys the wave equation
where µ, σ , and ε indicate magnetic permeability, electric conductivity, and dielectric permittivity, respectively. In the case of the plane wave, the solution of the wave equation becomes
where ω, k(ω), and r, respectively, indicate angular frequency, wave number vector, and position vector. In order to make the electric field decay in the positive r direction, the amplitude of the wave number becomes
The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (15) indicates phase delay, and the second term specifies amplitude attenuation. Even if the amplitude attenuation is large at low frequency, the first term never will be zero. That is, the electromagnetic field always propagates. Accordingly, we can use the concept of the wave front generally defined in physics and then describe the propagation of an electromagnetic field along rays as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Summarizing, we can generally use the ray description in both cases of diffusing and non-diffusing electromagnetic fields.
In order to describe the whole transmitted electromagnetic field, which spreads in wide space, we need an infinite number of rays. Once the receiving point is fixed, only the rays that pass through the paths between the transmitting and receiving points are relevant to the measurement as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The number of paths is limited because an electric field weaker than a threshold can be ignored in practice. Hence, we can simplify the description of the electromagnetic wave propagation with a finite number of paths. We shall call such a simple description a ray model and hereafter describe the transfer function with this model. Note that the model describes both the cases of diffusing and non-diffusing electromagnetic fields. That is, the model includes the case of a low-frequency region treated in MT and TEM as well as the case of a high-frequency region treated in GPR. We note that the ray model excludes the case involving resonance, for which an infinite number of rays is required.
Three factors of the transfer function
Let both the transmitted and received signals be electric vector fields. The transfer function defined in Eq. (9) becomes a second-rank tensor with nine elements:
The transfer function includes three types of information: electromagnetic parameters, propagation distance, and boundary planes of the underground. In the following subsections, we derive the construction of the information.
According to the ray model, the transfer function becomes the sum of a finite number, M, of ray functions H m (ω) of path m as
The ray function is a product of the factors that indicate amplitude attenuation and phase delay accompanied by propagation in the homogeneous medium, together with reflection and refraction. Hence, we need to derive the factors concerned with propagation, reflection, and refraction to obtain the transfer function H(ω).
We first derive the function of propagation H P (ω), which indicates amplitude attenuation and phase delay accompanied with propagation. This function H P (ω) in an isotropic homogeneous medium is independent of polarization of the electric field. Then it is written with an identity matrix I as
From Eq. (14), H P (ω) becomes
Next, we derive the function of reflection H R (ω), which indicates amplitude attenuation and phase delay induced by reflection. This function is calculated at a boundary plane between Medium 1 with parameters µ 1 , ε 1 , and σ 1 , and Medium 2 with parameters µ 2 , ε 2 , and σ 2 . The function of reflection consists of a rotation matrix and reflection coefficients. The rotation matrix S written by the form 
Therefore, the transpose and inverse of the matrix are equal:
This matrix transfers the firstly set coordinates (x, y, z) to (x , y , z ) in order to set the ray on x z -plane and to set the boundary on x y -plane. The reflection coefficients depends on the polarization of the electric field. The coefficients for x , y , and z polarizations are (Ward and Hohmann, 1987 )
In Eqs. (24)- (26), angle of incidence θ 1 and angle of refraction θ 2 (complex when θ 1 exceeds the critical angle) are related by
The wave number k 1 in Medium 1 and k 2 in Medium 2 are respectively defined as
Here x z -polarization indicates a parallel incidence to the reflection plane and y -polarization indicates a normal incidence.
Combining the rotation and the reflection matrices, the function of the reflection H R (ω) becomes
Substituting the elements of the rotation matrix into Eq. (30), we have The function of refraction H T (ω), which indicates amplitude attenuation and phase delay accompanied by refraction, is derived in a similar way to that of reflection:
Then, we have 
Form of the transfer function
We derived the three factors of the transfer function, the functions of propagation H P (ω), reflection H R (ω), and refraction H T (ω), in the previous subsection. Because the ray function of path m, H m (ω), is a product of the three factors, the ray function consists of complex scalar functions F m (ω) and real coefficient matrices G m as
In the above equations, { } indicates a selection operation. The symbols I , J , and K , respectively, indicate the number of the three following behaviors, propagation, reflection and refraction. A product of the matrices in Eq. (42) should be written in turn of occurrences of reflection and refraction, for example, reflection-reflection-reflection, or refractionreflection-refraction. However, a general expression of the turn is difficult, so that we write it as in Eq. (42) for convenience. From Eqs. (41) and (42), the number of F m (ω) and G m doubles when a reflection occurs and triples when a refraction occurs, so that
Because the transfer function H(ω) is a sum of the ray functions H m (ω), we finally have
where M is the number of paths. Equation (44) is a form of the transfer function based on the ray model.
Special cases
The tensor transfer function H(ω) derived as in Eq. (44) generally has nine elements. However, there are four cases when the transfer function does not have nine independent elements. The special cases are summarized in Table 1 .
The first case is that of a homogeneous structure. The transfer function equals Eq. (18) in this case, and has one independent element.
The second and third cases are of a horizontal multi-layered structure. We set the coordinates to make the path on the xz-plane and to make the boundary layers parallel to the x y-plane. Hence, we can set the rotation matrix S as a unit matrix. Then the transfer function, which is a product of Eqs. (18), (30) and (35), becomes a diagonal matrix. Though the diagonal matrix generally has three different elements, it has only two elements when refraction does not occur.
The last case is a 3D structure, but reflection or refraction occurs only one time. In this case, the transfer function is a product of Eqs. (18) and (31) or Eqs. (18) and (39). Then the function has a symmetric form because matrices A, B, and C are symmetric.
Structure of the transfer function
We formulated the transfer function H(ω) as in Eq. (44). Applying the derived form to the system in Fig. 1(c) , an element of the tensor transfer function H(ω) can be displayed 
as in Fig. 3 . Here the system is initially expanded into M branches of the paths, and then into L m branches of the polarizations. The system input is F m (ω)-operated and G mamplified on each branch. The sum of the output from all branches with additional observation noise is the system output.
The first M branching of the system is caused by the different electromagnetic structure where the ray passed through. The second L m branching is due to the different polarized directions of the electric field. The reflection coefficient is different for x z -polarization and y -polarization, so that the response includes two functions of F m (ω). In the case of refraction, the response includes three functions of F m (ω). The electric field changes its polarization when it is reflected and refracted, and a total combination of polarizations becomes L m , as in Eq. (43). On each branch, the input is operated with the complex function F m (ω). The F m (ω)-operation leads amplitude attenuation and phase delay depending on the path m and the polarization . This attenuation and delay have information on electromagnetic parameters and propagation distance, because F m (ω) consists of propagation function, reflection coefficients, and refraction coefficients. The output of F m (ω)-operation is amplified by the real coefficient G m . Because the coefficient G m consists of the elements of the rotation matrix, it carries information of the boundary planes.
Summarizing, elements of the tensor transfer function H(ω) consist of three types of information: electromagnetic parameters, propagation distance, and boundary planes. Fig. 3 . Construction of physical information in the transfer function. The system is expanded into branches of the paths and then into branches of the polarization.
Among the types of information, that of electromagnetic parameters and distance is common to nine elements of the tensor. On the other hand, information of the boundary planes is included in a different form by the elements.
Numerical Examples
We show simple numerical examples of the transfer function H(ω) in this section. We calculated the transfer functions in three different frequency regions considering simple structures with three different scales.
A structure example
We consider the two-layer structure shown in Fig. 4 . The transmitting and receiving points are separated by a distance 2a, and their mid-point is set as O. We define a coordinate system (x, y, z) of the surface that sets the x-axis on a straight line between the transmitting and receiving points. The other horizontal axis is set as y, and the vertical axis is z.
The structure includes two layers. The upper layer has electromagnetic properties µ 1 , σ 1 , and ε 1 , and the lower layer has µ 2 , σ 2 , and ε 2 .
The boundary of the two layers consists of two planes. One of the planes is parallel to the x y-plane and at depth d. The other plane is inclined with angles ξ and η. This plane is obtained by two rotations. The first rotation with angle ξ is around the axis on the parallel plane. This axis is in the x-direction and at a distance b from the normal line drawn from O to the parallel plane. The coordinates (x , y , z ) on the rotated plane is set to include a normal line from O on y z -plane. The second rotation with angle η is around the y -axis. The coordinates of the secondary-rotated plane, the inclined plane, (x , y , z ) is set to include a normal line from O in x z -plane. Then, the relation between the coordinates (x, y, z) and
where S is the transformation matrix of coordinates
For the following calculation, we set three scale parameters a, b, and d as a = b = d for simplicity. We calculated the transfer function of three different cases: the scales of the structure are 10 km, 100 m, and 50 m. Angles of the inclined plane and the electromagnetic parameters are set as shown in Table 2 .
Paths
We consider three paths in the example cases. Though we should consider more paths of multi-reflection in general, here, for simplicity, we consider the paths of single reflection, Path 1 connects the transmitting and receiving points with a straight line. Paths 2 and 3 connect the points of reflection on the parallel plane and the inclined plane, respectively.
For the first step to obtain the total transfer function H(ω), we calculate the ray functions H m (ω). The function of Path 1, H 1 (ω) is that of a propagation distance of 2a, so that we have where
Next, we calculate the function of Path 2, H 2 (ω). This function consists of operations of propagation with distance s 1 , reflection with angle of incidence θ , and again propagation with distance s 1 . Then, we have
The functions H R 2 x (ω) and H R 2 y (ω) are calculated from Eqs. (24) and (25) using
The function of the last Path 3 H 3 (ω) consists of operations of propagation with distance s 1 , reflection with angle of incidence θ , and propagation with distance s 2 . Then we have
where 
The transfer function H(ω) is calculated from Eqs. (47), (49), and (53) as
This tensor is symmetric and has six independent elements as shown in Table 1 , because multi-reflection is not considered.
The ray functions and the transfer functions
Using the structure and the ray model mentioned above, we present numerical examples in three cases. We considered low-, intermediate-, and high-frequency regions represented by ranges of 1-30 Hz, 200 kHz-1 MHz, and 6-10 MHz, respectively. Then, we combined the ranges, respectively, with the 10 km, 100 m, and 50 m scale structures.
The calculated ray functions H m (ω) in the case of low frequency and large scale are shown in Fig. 5(a) . In order to help in the interpretation of the result, parameters of propagation and reflection at the central frequency of the range are given in Table 3 . All the elements of the ray functions rapidly decay as frequency increases, because the attenuation increases as frequency increases. Because the tensor function of Path 1 indicates propagation in a homogeneous medium, it has an independent diagonal element, as shown in Table 1 . The tensor function of Path 2 includes reflection on the parallel plane and has two independent diagonal elements. The tensor function of Path 3 is symmetric because it includes reflection on the inclined plane. Such reflections accompany phase reversal with the parameter in Table 2 , so that H m xx of Paths 2 and 3 has mostly opposite signs to that of Path 1. Smaller amplitudes of the functions of Paths 2 and 3 are the results of the reflections and also of the longer propagation distances.
The tensor transfer function H(ω) calculated from the ray functions is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The diagonal elements of the tensor transfer function are sums of the diagonal elements of the three ray functions H m (ω). Concerning H xx and H yy , amplitudes of the elements are smaller than those of Path 1. This is because of the opposite signs of the elements of has mostly the same signs to H zz , so that H zz of the transfer function is larger than the element of Path 1. Off-diagonal elements of the transfer function are equal to those of Path 3. Because there is no contribution from the function of the shortest Path 1, the off-diagonal elements are smaller than diagonal elements.
When we observe such a transfer function, we can learn about the underground only from the outline of the function. Firstly, single reflection is known from the symmetry of the tensor function. Secondly, the 3D underground structure is known from the existence of the off-diagonal elements. Lastly, an order of magnitude estimation of the depth of the reflection point is known from the differences between the diagonal elements. We show the ray functions H m (ω) and the transfer function H(ω) in the case of intermediate frequency and middlescale structure in Fig. 6 . In this case, the decay of the functions is slow and an oscillatory tendency appears. The relation between the three ray functions and that between the elements of the tensor transfer function are similar to the first case.
We show the case of high frequency and small-scale structure in Fig. 7 . The ray functions in this case scarcely decay, but they do oscillate. The cycle of the oscillation is slightly different for the ray functions shown in Table 3 . Such difference of the cycle also exists in the previous cases, though it is not clear because of the decay with frequency. The cycle of the oscillation roughly concerns group delay, which we explain in the following section. The relation of amplitudes among the ray function H m (ω) is mostly the same as the previous two cases. Concerning the transfer function H(ω), dependency of the amplitude on frequency is different from the previous cases: amplitudes of the diagonal elements of the transfer function change with frequency. This amplitude modulation is a part of a beat synthesized from the ray func-tions with different cycles.
The typical profile of the transfer function is thus dependent on frequency. This is explained by the character of the medium. It acts as a conductor in low frequency and as a dielectric in the high frequency region.
Approximated Model of the Transfer Function
In the previous section, we showed that the profiles of the transfer functions H(ω) are different throughout frequency regions. In this section, we represent the profiles in a narrow band with a simple function to improve our understanding.
The frequency function F m (ω) has information of electromagnetic properties and propagation distance as mentioned above. From another viewpoint, the function indicates amplitude attenuation and phase delay. Describing the attenuation and the delay together, F m (ω) is a function of complex attenuation. This function is related to the function of complex phase delay φ m (ω) as
Here we consider a linearization of the frequency function 
Substituting Eq. (61) into Eq. (60), we have
Then the transfer function in Eq. (44) becomes
The simplified transfer function in Eq. (64) We understand the typical frequency profile of the transfer function with the approximated form. The rapidly decaying part of the transfer function in the low-frequency region can be approximated with a sum of real exponential functions, because the imaginary part is dominant in α m . On the other hand, the real part is dominant in the high-frequency region, and the transfer function can be approximated with a sum of sine curves. In the intermediate-frequency region, the profile is that of complex exponential functions. Such profiles are also recognized in the examples in Figs. 5 to 7.
Discussion and Conclusions
We pointed out that the transfer function between transmitted and received electromagnetic fields is observable when an accurately controlled signal is used. We also derived a form of transfer function based on the ray model. From the result, physical properties and the construction of physical information concerning the transfer function were clarified. The transfer function is not influenced by the transmitting signal but is a straight forward information of the underground structure. In other words, measurement of the transfer function is regard as direct measurement of the underground structure, and this measurement becomes possible by using an accurately controlled signal.
Such a measurement provides us with the potential to estimate information of an underground structure without noise as a linear inversion problem. This is in direct contrast to the methods with non-accurately controlled signals. In the latter cases, only the received electromagnetic field is observable and the transfer function cannot be measured. The unknown transmitting noise is convoluted in the observed signal, so that an estimation of information of the underground structure becomes a non-linear problem. On the other hand, the accurately controlled signal provides information on underground structures without involving a non-linear inversion problem. This is an advantage of using the accurately controlled signal in addition to the technical advantage of obtaining high SNR data (Nakajima et al., 2000) .
We also approximated the transfer function with simple functions. It helped us to understand a rough frequency profile of the transfer function in a narrow band. It is also useful to make a plan of data processing. In order to estimate the underground structure, we remove noise and process the data before the estimation of the structure. In this process, the structure estimation benefits from the decomposition of the data into components with physical meaning. Hence, we can adopt an approximated transfer function, whose physical meaning is clarified, as mentioned in the previous section, as the decomposition model.
The approximated transfer function in Eq. (64) with observed noise can be reduced to an autoregressive (AR)-type model of the extended Prony method or Sompi method (Kay and Marple, 1981; Kumazawa et al., 1990) . These methods are useful in decomposing the transfer function with weak decay, such as in Fig. 7 . The decomposition was initially tried for an analysis of seismological data by Hasada et al. (2001) , although their algorithm is not suitable to decompose the electromagnetic data. We developed a useful algorithm and succeeded in the decomposition of the transfer function in the case of two horizontal layers (Yokoyama et al., 2000a ). An estimation of the structure using the decomposed components was also successful. From this experience, the decomposition seems to be also useful for an estimation of general 3D structure. Development of an algorithm that works in the case of strong decay, such as in the cases of Figs. 5 and 6, is an unresolved problem to realize a decomposition method.
We compare linearization errors of the functions From the above equation, the ratio of the two frequency ranges becomes In the above equation, e a implies amplitude decay of wave packet, so that a ≤ 0 is physically constrained. In this region, the ratio is limited as This relation implies that the linearization of φ m (ω) can be applied in a wider frequency range than in the case of F m (ω).
